That Andover Game.

The first game with Andover was played at Andover, last Wednesday. The game was not finished however, as Captain Thomas became disgusted with the unjust decisions of the referee and the general "horse-play" on Andover's part, and withdrew his team from the field in the last half.

The decisions of the referee were, to put it mildly, exceeding "rank." It must be said, however, in favor of Mr. Referee, that his vision was extremely powerful. He could evidently see through about six men, and find out that instead of Thomas having the ball it belonged to Andover. His knowledge of football also deserved commendation, as such a remark as "second down, twenty-three yards to gain"! showed.

Andover started with the ball, but quickly lost it on four downs. The ball was then passed to Curtis, who dashed around the left end, and had the ball behind Andover's goal-line in a little less than two minutes, almost before the Andover men knew where to look for it. Andrews kicked the goal. Score, 6-0.

Andover then started in to play their hardest, and after a few short gains through the center the ball was passed to Durand, who managed to get around the right end, and finally made a touchdown. Letton kicked the goal, and the score was tied, 6-6.

Tech gained ten yards by a flying V, but soon lost the ball on a fumble. Short rushes by Durand, Hazen, and Holt took the ball to Tech's 20-yard line, where it was lost on four downs.

Tech gained ten yards by a flying V, but soon lost the ball on a fumble. Short rushes by Durand, Hazen, and Holt took the ball to Tech's 20-yard line, where it was lost on four downs.

The playing at this juncture was rather loose, and each side made gains of ten and fifteen yards only to lose them. Andover finally got the ball on Tech's 40-yard line on a fumble. Rushes by Manning and Durand took the ball to Tech's 5-yard line, and Durand was finally pushed over. The try for goal failed. Score, 10-6, in favor of Andover.

In the second half Tech started in with a rush, and the ball was soon on Andover's 4-yard line. At this stage in the proceedings the referee gave the ball to Andover, asserting that he "could tell whose ball it was," although it was beneath a heap of half a dozen or more men. Captain Thomas then withdrew his men from the field.

It is to be regretted that Tech did not have her regular team in the field which could have beaten even the thirteen opposing men.

The teams lined up as follows: Tech—rushers, Underwood, Simonds, Whiting, Schmitz, Washburn, Perkins, Parker; quarter back, Thomas; half backs, Curtis, Hayden, Osgood; full back, Andrews. Andover—rushers, Hazen, Rogers, Holt, Pierson, Mackintosh, Gould, Chadwell Greenway; quarter back, Glynn; half backs, Manning, Durand; full back, Letton. Referee, L. Murray, Andover; umpire, M. Paige, Andover.

Attendance, 700.

W. P. I., 0; Tech, 40.

Saturday, October 21st, Technology lined up against Worcester Tech on Worcester Oval. It was Tech's day to win, and win she did with a vengeance. Worcester was outplayed at every point, Tech showing a great improvement in team work since a week ago. Tech started with the ball, Curtis making ten yards. This was followed by good gains through the line, and long runs round the ends. Curtis made the first touchdown in five minutes, and Andrews kicked goal.

Worcester's V was well stopped by the center, but Allen broke out, and made eight yards. Worcester reached Tech's 23-yard line, where Tech by sharp play obtained the ball. This was the nearest Worcester came to scoring. Tech started down the field; Curtis got round right end, and sprinted eighty yards for a touchdown. Andrews kicked goal. Score, 12-0.